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Abstract—Carpooling is a social service par excellence.
Solidarity between people or within identified groups,
contracting service and confidence in service when hazards
can occur, safety of the service provided (not only the ICT
information provided but also the operated travel when an
itinerary path is computed), and sometimes confidentiality
agreements or information exchanged, all these
characteristics and values are features which are considered
necessary to develop the use of carpooling. The use of
carpooling is too confidential. It is struggling to reach a
critical mass. Furthermore, the democratization of the
carpooling service faces the difficulty of access to a critical
mass of offers (empty seats) to look forward a request. In this
paper we define and provide a push service to carpooling.
This push service brings more opportunism. So the instant
processing of an offer or need transportation, explicitly
formulated, or implicitly and partially formulated, that leads
to intelligent use. Log management, knowledge of the
operating environment in real-time, enabling the
functionality of the service push, all these features make up a
process of linking supply and demand as a prerequisite of all
carpooling contracts. We present such a service in the
context of Real-Time Carpooling service, and more generally
in the context of demand responsive transportation system.
The concepts of this push service were validated through
experimental service at a stadium of French Ligue 1 of
football during the past two years

organization of users unlike on demand transport managed
by transport operators [2].
Carpooling is also a vector of solidarity. However, he
commutes to vector opportunism when it allows
preserving the standard of living of car owners. Today, at
a time when public transport policies cover largely the
territory by addressing offers of the latest mile (bikesharing, car-sharing), some peri-urban areas, rural areas
and border are poorly served by public mobility solutions.
Here, the private car is undoubtedly a necessary supply
which has to be integrated into a comprehensive public
transportation policy to compensate the lack of public
mobility to cover the last mile. Thus carpooling is
developing, either for economic reasons, on routes
competing train offers, or it is growing within social
groups’ confidence to meet both recurrent trips between
home and work or still travel for recreational access.
In this present work, we are interested in the social
carpooling, which benefits from social groups already
formed, or the use of which develops social groups. That
carpooling is a good way to compensate for a public
transportation services potty in some rural and peri-urban
areas. Carpooling for repetitive journeys address for 80%
of trips nearby, and 20% travel long distances. A leverage
to encourage carpooling is to achieve a critical mass of
carpooling offers to put next to a need for mobility.
Another lever is to try to link any offer with any request,
responding to the characteristics of timeliness and
immediacy of expression of an offer or a need. So a
carpooling journey can be contracted under the control of
an Authoritative Transport Organization. Such ATO is
able to provide guarantees in case of failure. It establishes
trust, not only in the circle of workers of the same
company or salaries pertaining to a common area of
activity.
The instantaneous and opportunist pairing of a
carpooling offer, with a demand’s one, requires being
incorporated in a management system of multiple process
to coordinate and act the steps of a carpooling service.
Among numerous steps which compose a qualitative realtime carpooling system, one can find: the registration of
end-users, their profiles statements, statements of
transport requests, offers of transport, specifying the
association to a vehicle, the origin, destination, capacity
requirements, desired compensation, constraints comfort,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Carpooling is a social service par excellence. It is
based on the combination of a means of transport with one
or more individual mobility needs of customers. This way
mobility has existed since the time of horse-drawn travel.
Then there was a renewed development with the arrival of
the rail road. In fact, carpooling and hitch-hiking are
intrinsically linked [1].These two modes of mobility are
just as much a means of transport opportunistic, as a last
resort, in the absence of other means of transport safer and
less prone to hazards. If so historically this means of
transport based on solidarity among vehicle owners, and
those who do not possess one’s, the economic crisis
lowers the standard of living of citizens and encouraged
many citizens to share their vehicles in exchange for
compensation. Carpooling is largely based on self978-0-7695-4865-4/12 $26.00 © 2012 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/GreenCom.2012.111
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II.

temporal obligations of the driver and passengers,
belonging to one or more groups. Once these elements are
filled and these first steps realized, some carpooling
systems rely offers and requests(s) [Covivo, RideShare,
ShareAndMove, Ecolutis] [3]. Only two systems, Covivo
and ShareAndMove [4, 5] propose automatic and accurate
pairing between offer and demands. Only the latter system
calculates roadmaps and communicates in real-time both
to the driver and also passengers. Carpooling Systems
matching the first category are called "social link" based
carpooling system. Other carpooling systems which
contractualize offer with demands, and monitor it with or
without navigation, fall into the category of carpooling
systems called “dynamic” carpooling system. Several
researches focus on the simulation of “dynamic
carpooling”, mainly agent-based approaches [6, 7].
In this present work, we are also interested in dynamic
carpooling, more social welfare. Our proposal adds an
additional differentiation notorious: the PUSH service [8].
The push service completes the common pull service,
going to meet the contextual needs of the consumer. In the
ICT sector, and the development of innovative offer of
public transport, the push is a brick, or necessary service,
built around networks of transport users (operators, users
and organizers), diffuse computing, Mobile Internet based
multimodal interfaces, responsive service context [9, 10].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
the second section, a push service for a carpooling system
is presented, and then modeled. In the third section, a test
scenario is presented. In the third section, the development
of a prototype is shown. In the last section, the conclusion
shows some perspectives for improving the design, the
acceptability and dissemination of these “dynamic”
carpooling systems.

A PUSH SERVICE FOR A CARPOOLING SYSTEM

A. Generic Description of the PUSH Concept
The PUSH service is an option that the user may or
may not activate on its mobile application of carpooling. It
must allow the user to present opportunities, such as the
possibility take advantage of a vehicle going at such a
place.
These opportunities are only valid for a certain time,
and they are automatically sent to the user, without so
requests, unlike a traditional service, in which the user
specifies exactly what he wants, and when.
Before describing precisely the concept of PUSH, let
us briefly review the main elements defining a carpooling
system. A carpooling system has to manage:
• user registration,
• submission of offers and requests,
• proposals of matching (treatment requests of
carpool).
Often three types of shifts are available: one way or
return, and possibly travel with via (intermediate stops).
Matching (or a set of matching, if there are several
solutions) is done automatically (with several options),
and must be validated by the driver and passengers.
The overall process of a carpooling system can be
decomposed into 5 levels (Figure 1):
• Request level: Provide request, Provide offer,
Archiving;
• Proposal level: Matching proposal, Refuse,
Negotiation, Accept;
• Contractual level: Contractualisation, Race
management, Payment;
• Reactivity/mediation level [11]: Activate push;
• Social level: Inscription, Add car, Declare events,
Create group, Invite user, Accept invitation, Refuse
invitation.

Figure 1. Global process

B. PUSH Services Typology

opportunities as they arise (PUSH requested by the
system). Simply their PUSH option is enabled.

A mobile application of carpooling can include a
PUSH service. This service allows users to request in realtime (PUSH requested by the user) or receive offers and

There are several types of push. We identified two
(Figure 2):
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• Push created following an offer. It is then
necessary to contact all former racers proposed by
the driver, with the same positions of start and end,
or with the same start position only.
• Push created following a request. It is then
necessary to contact all offerers with whom a
previous race was made, according to the start
position and end position, with the same pair of
vehicle and driver.

scenarios is to model the proposal and acceptance of a
PUSH by a driver and a passenger (which means, the
deployment of three of the five levels of the system: the
request level, the proposal level, and the mediation level).
Also, in a first step, we have deliberately chosen not to
include the contractual party service in the scenarios.

System

Engine

:Driver
Data : {evt, info evt, offre, demande, historique}
•
Different PUSH services directed by the system:
o
Push Ps1: info event :

history (vehicle offer, request)

default (vehicle offer, request)
o
Push Ps2: event + vehicle offer -> proposition
(cf. history or spatio-temporal context)
o
Push Ps3: event + request
•

:Passenger

1.1. offer (rid1)
1.2. request (rid1)
1.3. response (rid1)
1.1. ack_offer (rid1)
2.1. request (rid2)
2.2. request (rid2)

Different PUSH services directed by user :
o
Push Pu1: resquest + history
o
etc…

2.3. response (rid2)
2.4. proposal (rid2)

Figure 2. Classification of PUSH services
2.5. ack_prop (rid2)

2.6. response (rid2)

C. Carpooling System Modelling

2.7. ack_prop (rid2)

The carpooling system is defined by (1):
Spush = <C, V, R, P, Φ>

3.save (rid1*rid2)

(1)

Figure 3. Scenario for an usual carpooling

where
• C is the set of proposed carpooling (race) ; a race ci
is defined by (2):
System

ci = <Cid, {V}, {P}>

(2)

Engine

:Driver

:Passenger

1.1. offer (rid1)

• V is the set of vehicles ; a vehicle vj is defined by
(3):

1.2. request (rid1)
1.3. response (rid1)
1.4. ack_offer (rid1)

vj = <Vid, Rid, capacity, date_start, date_end,
allocation>
(3)

2.1. info_push (rid2)
2.2. resp_push (rid2)
2.3. req_push (rid2)

• R is the set of requests (offers and proposals) ; a
request rk is defined by (4):

2.4. resp_push (rid2)
2.5. prop_push (rid2)

rk = < Rid, position_start, position_end,
date_start, date_end, nb, status>

2.6. prop_push (rid2)

(4)

2.7. ack_push (rid2)
2.8. ack_push (rid2)

• P is the set of positions ; a position pl is defined by
(5):
pl = <Pid, x, y, z>

3.save (rid1*rid2)

Figure 4. Scenario for a carpooling with activated PUSH

(5)

III. DESIGN AND TESTS BASED ON SCENARIOS

• Φ is the function of matching defined by (6):

Φ:C×R→C

A. Test Scenario Presentation
The scenario chosen for illustration is shown in
Figures 5 and 6. Three registrants to the carpooling system
go to work in the morning. The first two take the
opportunity to bring their children to school, and the third
goes to work with his wife.

(6)

The push service is an additional service of carpooling
system. For modeling it we started with a typical scenario
of carpooling between two users identified by the system
(see the sequence diagram, Figure 3), then we have
integrated specific interactions of Push service (see the
sequence diagram, Figure 4). The purpose of these
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A1/
B1

A0
1
1’
1’’

1’
1’’

request to the carpooling system for him (Passenger_1)
and his child (Child_2). For its part, the third person
makes a request to the carpooling system for him
(Passenger_2) and his wife (Passenger_3).

A2
1
1’’
1’
1’’

1’
1’’

The next morning, the first person proposes the same
offer of carpooling, while two others did not make request
to the system, but have activated their PUSH service. The
system, having memorized the carpool yesterday, makes
two proposals of PUSH to two people on the same basis
as before. The second person (Passenger_1) declines,
while the third (Passagen_2) accepts.

1’’

B2/
C0

B0
A0 :
Home_1
Company_1
A2 :
B2/C0 : Company_2/Home_3

C1
A1/B1 : School
B0 :
Home_2
C1 :
Company_3

Figure 5. Schema of the proposed scenario

One morning the first person (Driver_1 accompanied
by Child_1) proposes an offer to carpooling system for
three places in his vehicle. The second person makes a

Figure 6. Proposed scenario illustrated

B. Scenario Modeling

2) Carpooling sequence on the second morning

First, start by initializing the vehicle of driver_1, based
on the definition given in (3):

R1:
R2:

[B0; A1; B2];

R3:

[B2; C1];

R2:

[B0; A1; B2];

where R1 is a proposal; R2 is a PUSH refused by
passenger_1; R3 is a PUSH accepted by passenger_2.
The new solution of carpooling proposed and saved by
the system is:
S2 :

[(A0, 8:10); (A1, 8:22); (B2, 8:25); (C1, 8:47); (A2,
8:54)]

TABLE I.

[8:00-8:30; 8:20-8:30; 8:40-9:15];
2 pers: driver_1, child_1

[B2; C1];

TIME MATRIX FOR THE PROPOSED SCENARIO
A0

A1/B1

A2

B0

B2/C0

C1

A0

-

600

1500

360

660

1860

A1/B1

600

-

900

300

60

1260

A2

1500

900

-

1200

300

300

B0

360

300

1200

-

360

1560

B2/C0

660

60

300

360

-

1200

C1

1860

1260

300

1560

1200

-

[8:00-8:25; 8:20-8:30; 8:30-8:40];
2 pers: passenger_1, child_2

R3:

[8:00-8h40; 8:20-9:00];
2 pers: passenger_2, passenger_3

Carpooling sequence on the first morning
[A0; A1; A2];

[8:00-8:25; 8:20-8:30; 8:30-8:40];
2 pers: passenger_1, child_2

Then present the two sequences of the scenario: 1)
carpooling recorded the first morning, and 2) carpooling
achieved the second morning. Table 1 presents an extract
of the time matrix used for these two scenarios. Times are
given in seconds. Note further that in scenarios 2 minutes
for time management are systematically added to the
different positions.

R1:

[8:00-8:30; 8:20-8:30; 8:40-9:15];
2 pers: driver_1, child_1

Vdriver_1 = [vid ← 1; rid ← 1; capacity ← 5; date_start
← 8h00; date_end ← 9h15; allocation ← no].

1)

[A0; A1; A2];

[8:00-8h40; 8:20-9:00];
2 pers: passenger_2, passenger_3

where R1 is an offer; R2 and R3 are requests from
passenger_1 and passenger_2.
The solution of carpooling proposed and saved by the
system is:
S1 :

[(A0, 8:13); (B0, 8:21); (A1, 8:28); (B2, 8:31); (C1,
8:53); (A2, 9:00)]
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IV. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPPMENT

Note that for a race, there may
m be one or more request,
offer, many users involvedd, and a state (running,
completed, etc.). We then creatted a class “Offer” (Offre, in
French) to represent the offerr provides the driver. This
offer is associated with the drriver, the vehicle used, the
request of this offer, and has a validity
v
period.

The functional analysis for the development of
prototype of PUSH webservice, reveealed nine UML
classes (Figure 7). The four main ones arre:
• A class “Vehicle” (Véhicule, in
i French) which
enables the system to record infoormation about the
vehicle driver.
• A class “State” (Etat, in French) allows the system
r
or an offer
to know which state is a race, a request
(being defined, end of deffinition, awaiting
matching, end of matching, ruunning, produced,
stored, etc.).
• A class “Location” (Lieu, in Frennch) which allows
the system to manage and reccord the different
places/positions.
F
that allows
• A class “User” (Utilisateur, in French)
the system to manage and store innformation about a
person.

A class “Request” (Demaande, in French) was also
designed. It is related to the user (the passenger) to a
request, and has a term of valiidity. These two classes are
linked to the class “Race” (Course, in French) that
o more requests. All these
associates an offer and one or
classes are related to the class “State” which contains the
status of each element.
The system can manage stteps in a race: the via. For
this, we designed a class “Reqquest” (Requête, in French)
which represents the complete path: a starting position, a
destination position, and steps.

F
Figure
7. UML class diagram for the PUSH service

Figure 8 shows the architecture of PUSH
P
webservice.
Descriptions written in red correspond to
t the sending of a
request by a passenger who has acctivated his push.
Descriptions written in green correspondd to the sending of
an offer by a driver who has also activaated his push. Two
sequences can occur:
s
and sends a
• A passenger activates its PUSH service
request (for instance, see the XML schema in
figure 11). Then, the webservice checks whether it
has already done races with carppool and retrieves
the latest offers that corresponnd with the new
request in the selection criteriaa. These selection
criteria are the positions of starrt and/or end, the
driver and the vehicle. If there arre matching offers
then the system performs a tempporal translation of

offers valid for 5 minuutes, and contacts the old
drivers.
P
service and sends an
• A driver activates its PUSH
offer (for instance, see the XML schema in figure
10). Then, the webservvice whether it has already
done races with carpool and retrieves the latest
requests that match the new offer following
selection criteria. Thesee selection criteria are the
same as for the previouus sequence PUSH: are the
positions of start and/oor end, the driver and the
vehicle. If correspondinng requests exist then the
system performs a tempporal translation of requests
with a validity time of 5 minutes, and contacts the
old passengers.
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Figure 8. Architecture of the PUSH service

Figure 9 shows the internal architecture diagram of the
PUSH webservice. It has three levels:
1. The User Interface allows us to send or receive
information from the webservice, such as the
activation of the push, the sending of a request or
an offer.
2. The Client Interface that connects the information
sent by the user and the web service that must
process. This layer can: access registration process
of requests and offers, activate the internal control
processes of push (temporal translation of requests
and offers), retrieve the history of offers and
requests, as well as racing.
3. The Data Access Layer that allows interaction
between the client interface of the webservice and
the database.

Figure 10. XML Schemas of offererPUSH

Figure 11. XML Schemas of requestPUSH

Figure 9. Web service of the PUSH service

A monitoring interface was developed to visualize and
control information contained in the database. This
interface displays: the list of all offers recorded, list of all
requests, and also the list of all races (for instance, see an
illustration in Figure 12). The interface also allows us to
add an offer and/or a request in the database.
690

passengers to contact.

Testing of the two types of push, creeated from an offer
or created from a request, returns a list of all drivers and

Figure 12. Illustration
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSSPECTIVES

After proposed and developed in receent years a carpool
system, we are interested in the integraation of mediation
service in such systems [11]. First of them
t
is the PUSH
service: which means the proposal by thhe system itself of
carpooling opportunities on the basis of previous uses of
the system.
In this paper we have presented succcessively modeling
of PUSH service, scenarios that have alloowed us to test the
service, and the development of a protootype adapted to a
real context carpool: users moving a foootball stadium on
match days.
We are now working on three areass: 1) the relevance
in the use of carpools archived; 2) the integration of the
contractual level, including the negotiattion of payment or
compensation opportunities for the drriver; and 3) the
concomitant formation and design of soocial networks and
carpool systems.
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